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China credit to Kenya could hit
Sh1tn as state funds Big Four
China’s cumulative official development assistance to Kenya stands at Sh730 billion
ABEL MUHATIA
@muhatiaa

The government’s desire to achieve
the Big Four agenda is likely to see
China’s credit to Kenya hit Sh1 trillion by 2022.
This follows a pledge by the Asian
economic giant to support Jubilee’s
blueprint for the next five years to
improve the living conditions of an
estimated 47 million Kenyans.
Currently, China is one of the
leading bilateral donors with cumulative official development assistance to Kenya standing at Sh730
billion, comprising grants of Sh27.9
billion and loans of Sh702.1 billion.
“The Big Four will cost quite a
lot. Our expectation is that some of
it will come from government and
some from the private sector. So, we
are in the process of strengthening
our public-private partnership,”
National Treasury PS Kamau Thugge said on Friday last week.
He further said the government
is currently using Chinese credit
to implement the Nairobi-Naivasha SGR project, the Nairobi Inland
Container Depot yard, Kenyatta
University Teaching and Referral
Hospital and the Kibwezi-Kitui road
among other projects. “There are
other hosts of projects in the pipeline...,” Thugge said.
The government’s Big Four agenda was launched last December by
President Uhuru Kenyatta with the
aim of addressing the most pressing
issues Kenyans face.
The agenda aims to raise the
share of manufacturing sector to
15 per cent of the GDP, ensure that
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The pivot
towards the
Commonwealth
#CHOGM2018

L

ast week, the Commonwealth
held its 24th CHOGM [Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting] in London. The Theme of #CHOGM2018 was ‘Towards a
Common Future’ and the focus was
on ‘’working together to deliver a
more prosperous, secure, sustai-

President Uhuru Kenyatta inspects the construction of the Nairobi-Naivasha standard gauge railway (Phase 2A) - Ngong
Tunnel at Embulbul, Kajiado county /VICTOR IMBOTO

In the first phase of building houses,
which was implemented in Mavoko,
Transport CS James Macharia said
65 companies expressed interest in
building the homes, 35 of them Chinese.

To further achieve the agenda,
the government seeks to maintain
inflation rate within the band of 2.5
per cent on either side of the five per
cent target.
This comes as it slows down ministerial expenditure, while implementing various measures to boost
domestic revenue mobilisation,
strengthening tax administration
by funding it more and expansion of
the tax base.
To this effect , the government last

week proposed an overhaul of the
current Income Tax Act that seeks to
improve the cost of living.
Other laid down measures aimed
at raising revenue to realise the Big
Four agenda include reducing government deficit by three per cent to
the GDP by 2021-22 financial year
from the current 9.1 per cent of GDP,
and the nominal public debt on net
basis targeted to reduce from the
preliminary 51.9 per cent of GDP to
43.2 per cent in 2022.

nable and fair future for all citizens’’
The Commonwealth is a voluntary
association of 53 independent and
equal sovereign states and according
to the Commonwealth’s Secretary
General Patricia Scotland ‘’the Commonwealth is one third of humanity’’
I blinked when I saw the raw
data, that there are 2.4b of us and
that in fact the Commonwealth is
bigger than Facebook. I noted that
President Kenyatta made his way
to the London Stock Exchange and
that maybe we should IPO ourselves. Today the vast majority of us in
the Commonwealth are ‘’born free’’
and whilst I appreciate Emmanuel
Macron’s comment;
‘’I don’t want to belong to a generation of sleepwalkers which has
forgotten its own past and which
refuses to face up to the problems of
its own present’’
Our Reality is a new and fresh one.
The richness of the Commonwealth
Tapestry is in fact found in our common Literature. The Commonwealth’s central contradiction was that

we were all both similar and different.
Think of Writers like Jean Rhys, VS
Naipaul, Chinua Achebe, Salman
Rushdie all of whom notwithstanding their ethnic and geographical
particularity, were dealing with
issues that touched on all of us; an
experience of cultural confusion,
linguistic and physical dislocation, a
reassertion of self consciousness
and a search for identity.
The freshly minted Commonwealth Youth Ambassador Prince Harry
said “60% of the Commonwealth is
under the age of 30 and at 1.4 billion
strong, it is you who are going to
change the world.”
Prince Harry added : “You are the
most optimistic, connected generation the world has ever known”.
Once we used to send Aerograms
[Does anyone recall them?] across
the Commonwealth and Today the
Mobile Phone has dissolved the
distances and connected us all practically in real time.
And I think the other important
point is this. You can have all the re-

sources in the World and you can dig
it all out of the ground but far more
valuable is the resource that walks
on that ground and in my humble opinion, unlocking the Human
Capital is the magic elixir in this new
c21st of ours.
Martin Sutherland, the De La Rue
CEO said ‘’There are 2.4 billion people in the #commonwealth and we
need to tap into it, that’s a massive
talent pool. De La Rue are doing
this but all businesses can do more’
Interestingly, De la Rue has been
operating at the Coal-Face of this
Commonwealth Economy for quite
a while. De La Rue trades with 86%
of Commonwealth countries and the
majority of its staff are based in the
Commonwealth. The majority of its
production facilities and 100% of its
manufacturing Centres of Excellence
are located in the Commonwealth.
Here in Kenya and in 1991, De La Rue
invested in a state of the Art Facility
which prints banknotes which are
circulated in more 30 countries
worldwide. De La Rue is in fact the

all citizens enjoy food security and
improved nutrition by 2022, achieve
universal health coverage, and deliver at least 500,000 affordable housing units.
OTHER FUNDING SOURCES

NON-REMITTANCE

Saccos on spot over
members’ savings
GILBERT KOECH/ Employers who fail to
remit employees’ sacco contributions have been put on notice.
Senior deputy commissioner at
the State Department of Cooperatives Geoffrey Nja’ngombe on
Saturday said non-remittance of
members’ savings has affected the
liquidity of many saccos.
He said this is spread across the
country, where most employers
are either delaying or not remitting
member’s deductions. Nja’ngombe
was speaking during the Annual
Delegates Conference for Afya
Cooperative Society at the Kenyatta
International Convention Centre.
He said various employers countrywide have not been remitting
more than Sh550 billion. But the
figure is likely to reduce in the coming
months after the government froze
bank accounts belonging to the
affected employers.
“We have a provision in Section
35 of the Cooperatives Act, which
says in case of non-remittance, the
commissioner has the mandate to
take the employer to court or give an
agency notice or even attach funds
of the employer. This attracts an interest of five per cent cumulatively,”
Nja’ngombe said.
The worst affected employers are
counties, which have failed to remit
members’ contributions since devolution started. “In the past, salaries
were deducted from the headquarters at the national level but with
devolution, cases of non-remittance
have been rampant.”
Nja’ngombe said they had an issue
with the Mombasa government in
particular, and had now attached its
assets for failing to meet its obligations to Afya Sacco members.
He said although the Mombasa
government had promised to make
some payments, the sacco regulatory authority was planning to levy
penalties. Others saccos affected are
Shirika, Jitegemee in Mombasa and
Agricultural Development Cooperative.

best example of a Business I can find
that has already pivoted towards the
Commonwealth Economy.
According to the raw data, the
Commonwealth boasts a combined
Gross National Income of $10.7
trillion and this is expected to rise to
$14 trillion by 2020.
Prime Minister Theresa May and
her Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson
who are navigating the United
Kingdom’s Exit out of the European
Union have evidently decided to Pivot to the Commonwealth. I believe
this Pivot to the Commonwealth is a
seriously decent Trade.
“Everywhere I look this week I see
a Commonwealth that is optimistic
about its future,” said the Prime
Minister of the UK Theresa May.
This ‘’Born-Free’’ Commonwealth
is a massive ‘’blue-sky’’ opportunity
and it has the Big ‘’Mo’’ but the Key
to unlocking its potential is all about
unleashing the human Capital which
is a ‘’massive Talent Pool’’
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

